Klein tunnelling model of low energy electron field emission from single-layer graphene sheet
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Since the first single-layer graphene was isolated in 2004,1 it has rapidly become a hot research area due to its unique electronic properties and applications.2 Recently, there have been significant interests in using graphene or graphene composite as an efficient electron source, because of their high current density,3,5 good stability,5–7 long lifetime,8 and compactness in a nanogap.9

However, all the reported experimental findings1–9 have treated graphene as a bulk material and used the traditional Fowler-Nordheim (FN) law10 to fit the experimental results by assuming a field enhancement factor b. This approach is not appropriate due to the fact that graphene is a two-dimensional superlattice, which is very different from a traditional bulk material assumed in the derivation of the FN law. For graphene, the low energy electrons near the corners of the hexagonal Brillouin zone have a linear energy dispersion, mimicking the massless Dirac fermion, which exhibit angle-dependent Klein tunneling phenomenon11,12 leading to a much higher tunneling coefficient as compared to the FN law. Thus, the high current emission from graphene may be due to Klein tunneling, in addition to the large field enhancement assumed in the previous studies.

Before presenting our model, it is worthwhile to estimate the value of b for a single-layer graphene sheet. If we consider a single-layer graphene sheet as a knife-edge field emitter with a height of H and a width of 2a=0.335 nm (see Fig. 1(a)), b can be calculated by \(\sqrt{\frac{\pi H}{4a}}\) for \(H \gg a\).13 For \(H = 1\) to 10 \(\mu\)m, b is about 70 to 220, which is much smaller than the reported values obtained from fitting the measurements with the FN law, such as \(b = 3000\) for few layers of graphene,8 \(b = 1200\) for graphene composite,8 and \(b > 10,000\) for doped graphene.3 Thus, the reported high current emission at low turn-on voltage from graphene may not simply due to large field enhancement, but other reasons that are not captured by the traditional FN law. In this paper, we are interested to include the effects of linear energy dispersion and Klein tunneling for electron field emission from a single-layer vertically aligned graphene sheet. We will show later that our model provides a different current-voltage scaling and also a much higher current emission as compared to the FN law. Note vertically well-aligned graphene single layer considered here has been recently fabricated in arrays with H from 50 to 800 nm.14

In our model, we assume a single-layer graphene with height H vertically aligned (along x-axis) inside a dc gap of spacing \(D \gg H\) with an applied voltage of \(V_g\) as shown in Fig. 1(a). The graphene sheet has a width of \(2a = 0.335 \text{ nm}\) (along y-axis) and a length of \(L\) (along y-axis), where \(L\) is assumed to be infinitely long so that the boundary condition (zig-zag or armchair) on the graphene edge could be ignored. By including the effects of linear energy dispersion and
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Klein tunneling, the emitted electron current line density $J_e$ (in unit of A/m) can be calculated by

$$J_e = \frac{e}{2\pi^2 h v_F} \int_{0}^{E_0} \int_{-\pi/2}^{\pi/2} T_e(E, f(E)E \cos \phi \cdot dE \cdot d\phi, \quad (1)$$

where $e$ is the electron charge, $h$ is the reduced plank constant, $v_F = 1 \times 10^6$ m/s is the Fermi-velocity of graphene, $f(E)$ is the Fermi-Dirac distribution, and $T_e$ is the Klein tunneling coefficient, which is a function of electron energy $E$ and incident angle $\phi$ (in x-y plane). In the derivation of Eq. (1), we have considered that graphene is a two-dimensional structure, so that the integrand is in the form of $d\phi \cdot dE$ as compared $dk_x \cdot dk_y \cdot dk_z$ for a bulk material. The second consideration is to apply the linear energy dispersion $E = h v_F k$ instead of $E = \frac{h^2 k^2}{2m}$ Note Eq. (1) remains valid as long as the linear energy dispersion $E = h v_F k$ is maintained, and the Klein tunneling effect is important. In our calculations shown below, we have assumed $E_F = 0.1$ eV (unless it is specified), and the upper limit of the integration $E_0 = 0.5$ eV is set to 5 times higher than $E_F$ to avoid numerical errors.

The most difficult part in solving Eq. (1) is to calculate the Klein tunneling probability $T_e$, because it will require solving the Dirac equation. Previous works mainly focused on Klein tunneling through a square barrier as it is relatively easy to find an analytical solution. However, for field emission, the potential barrier is in a form of $V(x) = V_0 - F \cdot x - Q/\lambda$, where $F = \beta F_o$ is the local electric field, $F_o$ is the applied field ($= V_0/D$), $V_0 = 4.66$ eV is set to be the work function of graphene, and $Q/\lambda$ is the image-charge potential with $Q = e^2/(4\pi\varepsilon_0)$ is a constant. Using this $V(x)$, we will calculate $T_e$ based on a relativistic WKB method that was recently developed for Dirac equation.

Starting with the Dirac equation $\hat{H}\Psi = E\Psi$, the Hamiltonian of graphene is expressed as $\hat{H} = v_F \cdot (\delta_x \delta_x + \delta_y \delta_y) + V(x)$, where $\delta_x$ and $\delta_y$ are the Pauli’s matrices, $p_x = -i\hbar \partial / \partial x$ and $p_y = -i\hbar \partial / \partial y$ are the momentum operators, and $V(x)$ is the potential barrier mentioned above. By considering the conservation of the transverse momentum in y-direction, a solution in the form of $\Psi = e^{i k_y y} \cdot (\psi_A(x) \psi_B(x))$ can be substituted into the Dirac equation to find an expression of wavevector $q$. In doing so, we can rewrite the Dirac equation into two coupled differential equations:

$$\psi_A' = \frac{d}{dx} \left( \psi_A(x) \right) = \frac{1}{\hbar v_F} \cdot \Lambda \cdot \psi_A, \quad \text{where} \quad \Lambda = \begin{pmatrix} \hbar v_F k_y & -i(V(x) - E) \\ i(V(x) - E) & -\hbar v_F k_y \end{pmatrix}. \quad (2)$$

Following a series of formulations, the wave vector in the WKB form can be found, respectively, as $q = \sqrt{(\hbar v_F k_y)^2 - (V(x) - E)^2}$, and $q = i \sqrt{(V(x) - E)^2 - (\hbar v_F k_y)^2}$, for $(\hbar v_F k_y)^2 - (V(x) - E)^2 \geq 0$, and $(\hbar v_F k_y)^2 - (V(x) - E)^2 < 0$, which indicate the classical forbidden and allowed region.

In solving Eq. (1) numerically, we define an effective potential of $V_{\text{eff}} = E_{\text{eff}} + \sqrt{(\hbar v_F k_y)^2 - (V(x) - E)^2}$ and $V_{\text{eff}} = E_{\text{eff}} - \sqrt{(V(x) - E)^2 - (\hbar v_F k_y)^2}$, respectively, for $V_{\text{eff}} \geq E_{\text{eff}}$ (classical forbidden region) and $V_{\text{eff}} < E_{\text{eff}}$ (classical allowed region). In doing so, we have transformed the original angle-dependent tunneling problem into a one-dimensional (1D) dual-barrier tunneling problem [as shown in Fig. 1(b)] with its four corresponding turning points (determined at $V_{\text{eff}} = E_{\text{eff}}$), which are

$$\begin{align*}
\lambda_1 &= \frac{V_0 - E(1 + \sin \phi) - \sqrt{(V_0 - E(1 + \sin \phi))^2 - 4FQ}}{2F}, \\
\lambda_2 &= \frac{V_0 - E(1 + \sin \phi) + \sqrt{(V_0 - E(1 + \sin \phi))^2 - 4FQ}}{2F}, \\
\lambda_3 &= \frac{V_0 - E(1 - \sin \phi) - \sqrt{(V_0 - E(1 - \sin \phi))^2 - 4FQ}}{2F}, \\
\lambda_4 &= \frac{V_0 - E(1 - \sin \phi) + \sqrt{(V_0 - E(1 - \sin \phi))^2 - 4FQ}}{2F}.
\end{align*} \quad (3)$$

Using Eq. (3), we determine the turning points as a function of $\phi$ and $F$ and solve for the Klein tunneling coefficient $T_e$ based on a standard tunneling problem through a dual-barrier. The calculated $T_e$ are plotted in Fig. 2(a) for various local field $F$ (in nm) = 0.01, 0.1, 1, and 10 (left to right). As expected, we have perfect transmission ($T_e = 1$) at normal incidence ($\phi = 0^\circ$), and it decreases to 0 at large $\phi$ approaching $90^\circ$. Compared to the analytical results of Klein tunneling through a square barrier, the continuously varying potential barrier $V(x)$ that we used here will remove other resonance angles with perfect transmission except at $\phi = 0^\circ$. The figure also shows that the overall tunneling effect
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increases (the area under the curve increases) due to the reduction of the barrier’s height and width with increasing of local field from $F = 0.01$ V/nm to 10 V/nm.

By substituting $T_c$ into Eq. (1), we calculate the field emission current line density $J_c$ (A/m) as a function of local electric field $F = 0.2$ to 10 V/nm at $E_f = 0.1$ eV (solid lines) as shown in Fig. 2(b). If one assumes a field enhancement of $\beta = 200$ (for a graphene sheet with a height of $H = 10 \mu m$), this corresponds to a low turn-on applied field $F_o = F/\beta$ ranging from $F_o = 1$ to 50 V/$\mu$m with a high current line density (0.3 to 1.5 A/m). Our model is also showing a current-voltage (J-F) scaling that is very different from the traditional FN law [$J_{FN} = AF^2 \exp(-F/H)$] and also has a much higher current at small $F < 5$ V/nm. For example, if $F = 1$ V/nm, our model gives about $J_c = 0.5$ A/m, while line current density based on FN law [$J_{FN} \propto (2a)$] is infinitely small. At higher $F = 5$ V/nm, our calculated result is $J_c = 1$ A/m, as compared to $J_{FN} \propto (2a) = 0.81$ A/m. This unusual behavior clearly indicates that when the low energy electrons of the graphene are treated as massless Dirac fermion, the effect of Klein tunneling will greatly affect the current-voltage scaling, and it cannot be explained by FN law. The increment of $J$ at higher temperature $T$ can also be seen when we use $T = 500$, 300, and 5 K (solid line: top to bottom). A calculation with a higher value of $E_f = 0.2$ eV (dashed line) at 300 K is also plotted for comparison.

In Fig. 3, we also present the normalized energy distribution of the emitted electron at various values of (a) local field $F$, (b) temperature $T$, and (c) Fermi energy $E_f$. The normalized constant is the peak value obtained at $F = 0.01$ V/nm, $T = 300$ K, and $E_f = 0.1$ eV (plotted in solid lines). By increasing $F$ from 0.01 V/nm to 1 V/nm, total amount of emission (area under the curve) will increase due to the reduction of the potential barrier, but the location of the peak remains unchanged [see Fig. 3(a)]. By increasing $T$ from 5 K to 300 K, more electrons with higher energy will emit due to the broadening in the Fermi-Dirac distribution, and thus, the peak of the distribution will shift to the left [see Fig. 3(b)]. Lastly, Fig. 3(c) shows that the range of the distribution becomes wider with higher values of $E_f$ as we have more electrons emitted over a wider energy range. These calculated results could be tested against experiment to confirm Klein tunneling as compared to the standard distributions based on the FN law.

Due to the capability of high current emission at low turn-on voltage from the Klein tunneling model studied here, the space charge effects may become important. However, a model to show the transition from the Klein tunneling field emission model (proposed here) to the space charge limited (SCL) current will require a multi-dimensional quantum relativistic treatment, to include the effects of extremely small emission area, quantum, and relativistic, which had been studied before but in separate independent models.\textsuperscript{19-22} We also speculate that if multiple-layers of graphene sheet is considered in the model, the emission characteristic will recover to FN law as expected for a bulk material. Lastly, the assumption of using the same classical image charge potential (of the FN law) for graphite field emission will require further investigation, but we believe that the new scaling reported here is due to Klein tunneling rather than the profile of the potential barrier. Note the above three issues will require follow-on works and are beyond the scope of this paper.
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